During the twentieth century, evolutionary and molecular biology diverged in subject matter and scientific culture. Few scientists were trained in both fields, and many biology departments were split up. This is a great pity, for the two modalities are complementary, not dichotomous. Today, a new wave of research is bridging this unnatural schism, bringing the techniques, subject matter and modes of inference of molecular biology to bear on classic and modern questions in evolution and, in the process, shedding new light on the origins and organization of molecular systems.
During the twentieth century, evolutionary and molecular biology diverged in subject matter and scientific culture. Few scientists were trained in both fields, and many biology departments were split up. This is a great pity, for the two modalities are complementary, not dichotomous. Today, a new wave of research is bridging this unnatural schism, bringing the techniques, subject matter and modes of inference of molecular biology to bear on classic and modern questions in evolution and, in the process, shedding new light on the origins and organization of molecular systems.
A great strength of molecular biology is the high standard of evidence-based inference. A causal link between a factor and its effect is established only when that factor has been isolated, with all other variables held constant in controlled experiments. To meet this standard, molecular biologists set aside much of the complexity of nature, including variability across individuals, populations and environments. But ignoring biological variation imposes a cost: although strong inferences can be drawn, the extent to which they can be generalized is sometimes unclear.
Most evolutionary biologists emphasize a less reductionist approach. Variation among individuals, populations and taxa is viewed not as sources of unwanted noise, but as the very phenomenon that requires explanation. Inferences about the historical mechanisms that generate variation are usually drawn from patterns of association that have been detected in surveys of sequences, allele frequencies and phenotypes. The strength of this approach is its focus on real biological systems in their natural and historical contexts; the weakness is that statistical associations are not reliable indicators of causality.
Too often, alternative explanations are viable. Despite important experimental work in evolutionary biology (for example, , claims that are based solely on associations remain standard in the field. As a result, inferences about historical evolution are seldom as decisive as those in molecular biology.
The functional synthesis Today, the reductionist culture of molecular biology is being fused with the historical realism of evolutionary biology, creating a new functional synthesis. Research in the functional synthesis combines the techniques of evolutionary and phylogenetic analysis with those of molecular biology, biochemistry and structural biology. Phylogenetic, population genetic or quantitative genetic techniques are used to detect mutations associated with putatively adaptive phenotypes. These methods also provide historical insights into the process of evolution by identifying the period and lineage in which a function changed, the mutations that arose in that interval and the sequence sites that retain putative signatures of selection. Protein structures can help to identify historical amino-acid replacements that are likely to be involved in functional evolution.
Molecular biology provides experimental means to test these hypotheses decisively. Gene synthesis allows ancestral sequences, which can be inferred using phylogenetic methods, to be physically 'resurrected' , expressed and functionally characterized 10 . Using directed mutagenesis, historical mutations of putative importance are introduced into extant or ancestral sequences. The effects of these mutations are then assessed, singly and
Evo-devo synthesis
The study of the origin and evolution of development, originally restricted to comparative methods, but increasingly using experimental approaches.
Coalescent theory
A mathematical framework, based on the genealogy of alleles, for estimating population genetic alleles.
in combination, using functional molecular assays. Crystallographic studies of engineered proteins -resurrected and/or mutagenized -allow determination of the the structural mechanisms by which amino-acid replacements produce functional shifts. Transgenic techniques permit the effect of specific mutations on whole-organism phenotypes to be studied experimentally. Finally, competition between genetically engineered organisms in defined environments allows the fitness effects of specific mutations to be assessed and hypotheses about the role of natural selection in molecular evolution to be decisively tested.
This dual strategy can be readily applied to the evolution of any gene or regulatory region with intrinsic functions -such as binding affinity, catalytic performance, transcriptional activity, signal transduction and so on -that can be studied in the laboratory. It can be used to reveal the mechanistic basis for the evolution of virtually any kind of phenotype that is amenable to reductionist analysis, including changes in morphology and development, physiology and behaviour [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In this sense, the functional synthesis subsumes and extends previous syntheses of evolution with specific biological subfields, such as the evo-devo synthesis 22 and sociobiology 23 . scores of researchers began to catalogue genetic variation within and among populations in the form of allozyme polymorphisms. They attempted to infer the evolutionary processes that produced the observed patterns of variation, but the lack of resolution that is intrinsic to allozyme data severely hindered their progress. lewontin's paradigm was reinvigorated in the 1980s with the introduction of DnA sequencing 25 . There followed a second flowering, this time of nucleotide polymorphisms, coalescent theory and more powerful statistical analyses of selection, drift and other forces.
Comparative analysis of sequence variation proved enormously productive: it yielded many important insights and continues to dominate studies of molecular evolution today. However, the statistical paradigm that lewontin advocated is limited in the kinds of knowledge it can generate and the strength of the inferences it provides. By incorporating molecular analyses of gene action, the functional synthesis extends the old statistical approach in three ways to provide deeper, more decisive insights into evolutionary processes.
First, experimental studies in the functional synthesis provide strong independent corroboration of statistical analyses that, in isolation, would remain speculative 26 . For example, statistical 'signatures' of positive selection [27] [28] [29] [30] can also be forged by chance, fluctuating population sizes, selection at linked or synonymous sites and other factors that violate test assumptions 31, 32 . In the functional synthesis, the phenotypic impact of each putatively important mutation is characterized empirically by introducing it into a reconstructed ancestral gene and evaluating its effects on function and fitness. If the 'evolved' phenotype is reproduced in whole or in part -and if fitness is increased -then the statistical hypothesis is affirmed. experimental corroboration makes inferences in the functional synthesis far stronger than those made in the old paradigm.
second, the functional synthesis explicitly connects genotype with phenotype to allow deeper insights into the causes of evolutionary change. The old paradigm focused exclusively on markers of genetic polymorphism and divergence; ignoring phenotype, it could offer no explanation of how genetic differences alter function and fitness. By revealing the mechanisms by which specific mutations produce new phenotypes, the functional synthesis can determine the causes and biological mechanisms of adaptation.
Third, the functional synthesis can resolve fundamental questions about evolutionary processes that have remained unresolved for decades (BOX 1) . Answers to these questions depend on the 'maps' that relate changes in gene sequence to changes in phenotype and fitness. In the functional synthesis, manipulative experiments are used to characterize these maps directly. By empirically determining how mutations -singly or in combination, historical or unnatural -change function and fitness, studies in the functional synthesis analyse evolutionary processes at multiple levels. By ignoring phenotype, the old paradigm was mute on such topics.
early recognition of the old paradigm's limitations led a few researchers to investigate the phenotypic and functional aspects of allozyme adaptation 4, [33] [34] [35] . Technical limitations hampered their progress, but these have now been overcome. In the following sections, we discuss several exemplary studies in the functional synthesis that combine evolutionary analyses of history with manipulative analyses of gene function. space limitations prevent us from covering many kindred studies in protein evolution (Refs [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] , to name just a few) and the evolution of development and behaviour (for example, Refs 14-21,48-56).
Box 1 | Some long-standing questions
Studies in the functional synthesis are positioned to address key questions that have remained recalcitrant for decades, such as:
• How many mutations are required to produce a new function?
• Does functional or phenotypic evolution proceed by jerks (a few crucial mutations of large effect) or by creeps (many mutations, each of small effect)?
• What role does epistasis have in structuring evolutionary trajectories?
• Are there many evolutionary paths to the same final sequence?
• Could alternative solutions to the same problem have evolved and, if so, how might they differ in sequence, structure and mechanism?
• How does complexity arise in living systems? Instead, we focus on a few projects that illustrate how this new approach deepens our knowledge of evolution, moving us towards a decisive understanding of the molecular mechanisms of adaptation.
Insecticide resistance
In an early exemplar of the functional synthesis, John oakeshott and colleagues studied the evolution of resistance to diazinon in the sheep blowfly Lucilia cuprina 57 . Diazinon is an organophosphate insecticide that is commonly used in Australasia. like nerve gases, diazinon binds to and inactivates esterases, including acetylcholinesterase, an enzyme that is crucial to neurotransmission (fIGs 1a,b).
Resistance to diazinon had been statistically associated with an allele at another esterase locus, E3 . To assess whether this allele confers the ability to detoxify the insecticide and to determine the mechanism for this shift, newcomb et al. compared E3 sequences from several natural populations and found that alleles from resistant and susceptible flies differed by five amino acids 57 . They then constructed chimeric enzymes from the resistant and sensitive alleles, expressed them in cultured cells and tested their enzymatic activities in vitro. only one of the five replacements -a Gly135Asp switch in the active site of the enzyme -conferred on e3 the novel capacity to hydrolyse organophosphates at rates as high as resistant alleles from the wild. The reverse Asp135Gly replacement, when introduced into a naturally resistant allele, produces the susceptible phenotype that cannot hydrolyse organophosphates 57 (fIG. 1c) .
To better understand the mechanism for this functional shift, newcomb et al. then modelled the e3 active site on the crystallographic structure of a closely related esterase 57 (fIG. 1d) . In the susceptible allele, as in acetylcholinesterase, diazinon binds to the enzyme but undergoes only the first half-reaction, producing an enzyme-inhibitor complex that resists further hydrolysis. This effectively blocks the natural esterase activities of both e3 and acetylcholinesterase. However, in the Gly135Asp mutant of e3, the side-chain carboxylate of the aspartate activates a water molecule in the active site, leading to hydrolysis of the intermediate complex. The functional e3 enzyme is regenerated, and the pesticide is hydrolysed and rendered non-toxic.
extending their study to other populations 61 , oakeshott's group identified a second set of active-site mutations in e3, Trp251leu and Trp251Thr, both of which confer resistance to another organophosphate, malathion. A survey of DnA from museum specimens showed that these mutants were present in some blowflies that were collected before organophosphates were first used in Australia in 1955. By contrast, the Gly135Asp mutant that confers diazinon resistance was not found in a single specimen. These data suggest that malathion resistance in L. cuprina evolved from pre-existing genetic variation, whereas diazinon resistance required a novel mutation. why the difference? Functional assays reveal that the mutations at site 251 confer malathion hydrolase activity with little or no effect on esterase activity. By contrast, the Gly135Asp mutant gains diazinon hydrolase activity but loses normal esterase activity, causing developmental instability and asymmetry in homozygous flies. In the absence of pesticides, one would expect purifying selection to keep the Gly135Asp mutant at low frequency, whereas the Trp251leu mutant could segregate neutrally. Intriguingly, both the Trp251leu and Gly135Asp replacements arose independently in a sister species, Lucilia sericata -in regions where they have similar geographic distributions with respect to pesticide use -and also in the distantly related housefly, Musca domestica 61, 62 .
Coat colour in mice newcomb et al.'s experiments were among the first to supplement sequence comparisons with functional molecular analyses to definitively identify the mutations responsible for an adaptive phenotype. More recently, Hopi Hoekstra and colleagues used a similar approach to identify a single amino-acid replacement that confers an adaptive change in the coat colour of the beach mouse Peromyscus polionotus 63 . In response to predation, mice living in beach environments evolved lighter coats than those living in dark rocky environments. Hoekstra et al. focused on a candidate gene -the melanocortin-1-receptor gene (Mc1r) -that was known to have a crucial role in the vertebrate signal-transduction pathway that controls pigment deposition. sequencing Mc1r alleles from lightcoloured and dark-coloured mouse populations revealed a single fixed difference in the peptide sequence that was perfectly associated with coat colour.
To test the functional effect of this substitution, Hoekstra et al. expressed both alleles in cultured cells, and examined their ability to function in the signalling cascade. The receptor from the light-coloured beach mice had a much lower affinity for the melanocortin ligand, and had lost the ability to stimulate cyclic AMP (cAMP) production, the second messenger that triggers the pigmentation-related cascade. Crosses between light and dark mice confirmed that Mc1r alleles contribute to coat colour, but showed that they explain only 9-28% of the variation in pigmentation that is observed in wild populations. evidently, the complete adaptive phenotype involves other loci.
Hoekstra's study provides strong evidence that the Mc1r amino-acid replacement contributes to light coat colour by interfering with the cellular response to the melanocortin signal. The story, however, is not yet as complete as that of the blowfly esterase, largely because the genetic basis of coat colour is more complex than that of insecticide resistance. with time, the structures of Mc1r and its paralogues will be solved to determine how the replacement compromises receptor function, the other loci that contribute to coat colour will be identified, and transgenic experiments will corroborate the effect of these mutations on the coat phenotype. Indeed, subsequent mapping and gene expression studies have already shown that changes in the agouti gene, which encodes an MC1R antagonist, are statistically associated with light pigmentation in these populations 64 . even at this relatively early stage, Hoekstra's work shows how functional molecular biology can be used to identify definitively the specific mutations that contribute to a quantitative genetic trait of known adaptive significance.
The evolution of colour vision
The blowfly and beach mouse stories describe recent adaptations for which genetic variation still segregates in natural populations. Many ancient adaptations are fixed in present-day taxa, and are therefore not amenable to population and quantitative genetic analyses. In such cases, phylogenetic techniques can be combined with molecular assays to explore how historical mutations have produced new gene functions and phenotypes.
over the past two decades, shozo Yokoyama and coworkers have studied how vertebrate visual pigments evolved sensitivity to different wavelengths of light. A visual pigment consists of a G-protein-coupled transmembrane protein, called an opsin, complexed with a chromophore derived from vitamin A. when a visual pigment absorbs a photon, the chromophore isomerizes, inducing a conformational change in the opsin. This in turn triggers a phototransduction cascade that produces a signal via the optic nerve to the brain. Most vertebrates encode several opsins that are tuned to the dominant wavelengths in their habitats. Yokoyama's programme has been to identify the mutations that control the evolution of opsin spectral sensitivity.
The subfamily of rhodopsins is important for dimlight vision. Most rhodopsins are maximally sensitive to green light, but the coelacanth has two rhodopsin genes, both of which are maximally sensitive to the blue light that is prevalent in deep water. To identify the amino-acid replacements that produced blue sensitivity, Yokoyama et al. used phylogenetic methods to infer the sequences of ancestral rhodopsins at numerous branch points during vertebrate evolution [65] [66] [67] . They identified amino-acid changes that occurred on the two branches leading from the ancestral lobe-finned fish to each modern-day coelacanth rhodopsin; of these, four replacements -two on each branch -were prime candidates for a functional role on the basis of the sequences and functions of other opsins. Yokoyama et al. then tested the hypothesis that these two pairs of mutations caused the evolution of blue sensitivity by introducing the ancestral residues into the coelacanth rhodopsins using directed mutagenesis. The extant and 'ancestralized' rhodopsins were then expressed in cultured cells, purified and reconstituted with chromophore, and their ability to absorb light across the spectrum was assessed in vitro. Reintroducing each ancestral amino acid shifted sensitivity towards green light, and reversing the paired replacements on either branch completely restored the ancestral phenotype. Interestingly, one of the replacements occurred in parallel in several other blue-shifted rhodopsins, such as those of dolphins and marine eels.
Yokoyama and co-workers have also examined functional evolution in another opsin subfamily that is optimized for short-wavelength light 68, 69 . Most fish and reptiles, and some rodents and birds, use ultraviolet (UV) vision when communicating, selecting mates and foraging. Most mammals, some birds and some amphibians cannot see UV light because their opsins absorb in the violet range. To explore how UV and violet sensitivity evolved, shi and Yokoyama applied the same approach: ancestral sequences that were inferred phylogenetically were reconstructed and functionally characterized in vitro 69 . All the ancestral sequences turned out to be UV-sensitive, indicating that responses to longer wavelengths were derived independently in the primate, frog and bird lineages (fIG. 2) .
shi and Yokoyama then sought to identify the genetic basis for the evolutionary shift from UV sensitivity in the common ancestor of birds and reptiles to violet sensitivity in the ancestor of birds. of the nine amino-acid replacements that separate the two ancestral sequences, three were at sites that were previously identified as participating in spectral tuning. However, when all three replacements were introduced into the reconstructed bird-reptile ancestral opsin, the spectral sensitivity shifted only one-third of the way towards the derived violet-sensitive phenotype. Hence, the three replacements were not sufficient to produce the derived phenotype. of the six remaining replacements, which were tested subsequently, only one affected spectral tuning, but addition of this fourth replacement -a site of previously unknown functional effect -produced the full bird-ancestor phenotype.
In these and other studies (for example, Refs 70-73), Yokoyama's group was among the first to use functional assays to definitively identify mutations that contributed to the evolution of new functions from those that arose coincidentally during the same historic interval. Their work is a beautiful exemplar of how evolutionary analyses can be used to identify sites of previously unsuspected functional importance and enrich our understanding of the mechanisms of gene function.
The fitness landscape of antibiotic resistance landscapes have long served as metaphors for the process of adaptation, with individuals or populations moving through the 'space' of possible sequence combinations or frequencies, and with altitude representing fitness 8, [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] . landscape topographies have important implications for evolutionary processes. Are they smooth, with a single adaptive peak accessible by selection from every point on the landscape? or are they rugged, with multiple isolated peaks? Are all mutational paths equally likely, or are some more likely than others? Despite much discussion of how evolution might proceed on different kinds of landscapes, there have been few attempts to characterize empirically the terrain on which adaptive processes actually occur.
Dan weinreich and colleagues addressed these issues experimentally with TeM β-lactamase, a bacterial enzyme that confers resistance to penicillins and their congeners, such as cefotaxime 81 . Clinical studies had identified five amino-acid replacements that are associated with increased resistance to cefotaxime. To characterize the landscape on which resistance evolves, TEM alleles containing all 2 5 = 32 possible combinations of residues at the five sites were engineered. These alleles were transformed into Escherichia coli, and the resistance of each strain to cefotaxime assayed. The quintuple mutant, TEM*, conferred the highest resistance. For every other combination there was at least one mutation that increased resistance. This landscape has one peak.
But not all adaptive walks to the optimal genotype are plausible. weinreich et al. calculated which of the 5! = 120 possible paths from the wild-type susceptible allele TEM wt to TEM* were most likely to be taken under the strong selection-weak mutation model of population genetics 77, 82 . weinreich et al. found that most paths include one or more neutral or deleterious steps. only 18 paths involve increased resistance at each step (fIG. 3) .
The number of strictly uphill paths is limited because some replacements are beneficial only in the presence of others, a phenomenon called sign epistasis 83 . For example, the Met182Thr replacement reduces resistance in the TEM wt background, but increases it once the Gly238ser replacement has occurred. Paths that fix Gly238ser before Met182Thr are plausible, but those in which the temporal order is reversed are not. weinreich et al. pointed out that previous biochemical studies suggested a mechanism for this epistasis. The Met182Thr replacement inhibits protein aggregation and increases stability, but reduces the rate of cefotaxime hydrolysis. In the wild-type background, in which protein aggregation is insignificant and the rate of cefotaxime hydrolysis is low, the cost outweighs the benefit. The Gly238ser replacement enhances the hydrolysis rate but reduces stability and increases the tendency to aggregate. In a Gly238ser background, the benefit of Met182Thr in reducing Nature Reviews | Genetics 
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Chemostat competition assay
A precise assay of the relative growth rates (fitnesses) of competing strains can be obtained in the chemostat, a continuous culture device that is used to impose starvation for a specific resource in a constant environment.
Directed evolution
A library of random mutants that have been generated by PCR amplification of a gene is ligated into a plasmid, transformed into a strain and screened for a desired function.
Michaelis complex
A complex of substrate bound to enzyme just before catalysis.
aggregation and enhancing stability is greater than the cost of a slight reduction in the rate of hydrolysis. weinreich et al. then calculated the probability that each of the 18 plausible adaptive walks would have been followed, on the basis of the number of available beneficial replacements and the strength of selection at each step. only a few were found to be likely: depending on the model, just two or four paths accounted for 50% of the total probability of all plausible walks to the peak.
weinreich et al. 's conclusion is surprising. only a limited number of adaptive walks are plausible, even in a landscape with a single adaptive peak. Although their strategy was not exhaustive -mutations other than the five replacements that they studied might open up new adaptive trajectories through sequence space, and close off others -the general conclusion is well supported: epistasis so severely limits possible histories that the order in which mutations were accrued in a given period of time might be deduced, even when the total number of possible orders is large.
Landscapes, constraints and adaptation
A full mechanistic description of an adaptive landscape requires the maps that describe the transformations of genotype into phenotype and of phenotype into fitness. The genotype-fitness map is the sum of these two component maps.
Dean and colleagues have characterized all three maps controlling coenzyme use in isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (IMDH), an ancient enzyme with a key function in leucine biosynthesis 84 . All IMDHs use the coenzyme nAD + as an electron acceptor (fIG. 4a) . By contrast, a highly divergent paralogous enzyme -isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH), which catalyses a step in the Krebs' cycle -uses nAD + as a coenzyme in some species and nADP + in others 85 . To understand why all IMDHs use nAD + , Dean and colleagues characterized the adaptive landscape on which coenzyme preference evolved.
The first step was to identify the residues controlling coenzyme use. Guided by crystal structures 86, 87 , directed mutagenesis was used to replace six residues in the coenzyme-binding pocket of E. coli IMDH,which uses nAD + , with the homologus residues from nADP + using IDHs. enzyme activities determined in vitro revealed a dramatic switch in preference, from 200-fold in favour of nAD + to 200-fold in favour of nADP
The second step was to characterize the adaptive terrain. ninety mutants carrying various combinations of residues at the six key sites were constructed, their kinetic activities assayed in vitro and their fitnesses determined using chemostat competition assays 84 . These data were then used to construct the three maps of the adaptive landscape. The genotype-phenotype map of IMDH, which describes the effects that amino-acid replacements have on enzyme activities, shows no epistasis. A simple linear additive model accurately predicts enzyme performance from genotype: adding more residues from nADP + -dependent IDH always increased the preference for nADP + . By contrast, the genotypefitness map of IMDH shows extensive epistasis, with only a few adaptive walks that lead continuously upwards to the adaptive peak.
why the difference in epistasis between the two maps? The answer lies in the concave relationship between phenotype and fitness ( fig. 4b ). As nAD + performance increases along the right axis, fitness rises steeply, but soon reaches a plateau where further increases in enzyme activity confer little or no benefit. A similar relationship between nADP + performance and fitness along the left axis leads to a lower fitness plateau. epistasis occurs because a mutation that improves the performance of an inefficient enzyme increases fitness substantially, but the same improvement in an already-efficient enzyme produces a negligible increase in fitness.
why is nADP + use selected against? The metabolic model underlying the IMDH landscape indicates that the product nADPH, which is abundant in cells, strongly inhibits nADP + -using IMDHs, reducing their in vivo activity sufficiently to lower their fitness plateau 88 . The nAD + -using wild type retains high fitness because nADH is scarce in cells, and therefore product inhibition is weak. A directed evolution experiment showed that mutations that weaken nADP + binding also weaken nADPH binding, relieving the inhibition and increasing fitness 88 . These findings raised another question: if nADP + use is deleterious in IMDHs, why do some IDHs use it as a coenzyme? structural differences in the Michaelis complex of IDH reduce affinity for nADPH, allowing 89 . Consistent with this hypothesis, a genomic association study showed that all 97 sequenced genomes + as a coenzyme has been conserved in all known IMDHs. Ab | The catalytic cycle of isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) to produce NADPH for biosynthesis; use of NADP + as a coenzyme has evolved in some but not all IDH lineages. Binding of the reduced coenzyme -NADH to IMDH or NADPH to IDH -inhibits catalysis by tying up the enzyme in abortive complexes. Cellular concentrations of NADH are low, so inhibition of IMDH is insignificant. Although abundant, NADPH has a relatively low affinity for IDH. B | The adaptive landscape controlling the evolution of coenzyme use by IMDH. For 90 IMDH mutants, fitness is plotted against coenzyme performances. The fitted phenotype-fitness map is shown in blue. c | Structural basis for reduced NADPH inhibition in IDH. In both IDH and IMDH, the nicotinamide ring of the coenzyme lies atop the γ-moiety of the bound substrate (isopropylmalate or isocitrate). During catalysis, hydrid transfer to the C4 neutralizes the positive charge on the ring. In IMDH, the resulting hydrophobic attraction between the reduced ring and the γ-isopropyl increases affinity. In IDH, the loss of the charge on the ring breaks the salt bridge to the γ-carboxylate and lowers affinity. encoding isocitrate lyase (an enzyme that is essential for growth on acetate) have an nADP + -using IDH, whereas all 32 encoding only nAD + -using IDHs lack the lyase 85 .
Competition experiments between E. coli strains carrying the nADP + -using wild-type IDH and an engineered nAD + -using IDH 90 showed that nADP + use is indeed advantageous during competition for limiting acetate, but not during competition for limiting glucose 89 . Although these experiments confirm that nADP + use by IDH is advantageous during growth on acetate, they do not resolve whether its historical emergence was a direct adaptation to growth on acetate. Prokaryotes use -and probably used during their early evolution -various oxidized carbon sources.
Almost three decades ago, Gould and lewontin drove home the point that the presence of a phenotype does not mean that it was selected for; each hypothesis of adaptation must be tested by proposing a specific mechanism by which the phenotype increases fitness and then determining whether it actually does so through that mechanism 91 . Dean and colleagues' work shows how manipulative techniques can be used to carry out this programme at the molecular level, definitively determining whether specific aspects of a protein's phenotype are indeed adaptations -and if so, why.
Evolution of complexity
A fundamental evolutionary question concerns how biological complexity evolves. Virtually everything that living cells do is regulated by specific interactions between molecules -enzymes and substrates, ligands and receptors, transcription factors and DnA-binding sites. How these kinds of tight partnerships evolve is a crucial question for both molecular and evolutionary biology.
Thornton and colleagues have addressed this question using the specific partnerships between steroid hormones and their receptors as a model. In humans and other tetrapods, the hormone aldosterone activates the mineralocorticoid receptor (MR), an intracellular transcription factor that controls electrolyte homeostasis. MR is related by gene duplication to the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), which is activated by cortisol to regulate the stress response. Aldosterone is known to be a recent novelty that is specific to tetrapods, which raises the question: how did the new MR-aldosterone partnership emerge?
Bridgham et al. phylogenetically inferred the sequence of the ancestral corticoid receptor (AncCR), the ~450 million year old protein from which GR and MR evolved by gene duplication 92 . A cDnA coding for the ancient receptor was then synthesized de novo and expressed in cultured cells. Using a reporter-gene transcription assay, they found that tiny doses of aldosterone activated the AncCR, as did cortisol and deoxycorticosterone (DoC), the ligand for MRs in extant fish,which is thought to be the ancestral ligand (fIG. 5a) . The MRs of all vertebrates studied, including jawless, cartilaginous and teleost fish, were also sensitive to aldosterone.
why was the ancestral receptor sensitive to aldosterone tens of millions of years before the hormone itself evolved? Thornton's group proposed that AncCR's aldosterone sensitivity was a structural by-product of its sensitivity to DoC. To test this idea, ortlund et al. determined the crystal structures of AncCR in complex with DoC and with aldosterone 93 . As predicted, the ancestral receptor binds aldosterone in precisely the same way that it binds DoC. These results indicate that the ancestral DoC receptor was structurally preadapted for aldosterone activation. when the hormone emerged in tetrapods because of mutations in a steroidogenic enzyme, it recruited the receptor into a new functional partnership. similarly, Thornton's group has found that several other hormone-receptor pairs also evolved when new molecules co-opted old molecules that once had different functions 94, 95 . If MR's phenotype is ancestral, then GR's specificity is due to evolutionary loss of sensitivity to MR's ligands. To understand the mechanistic basis for this shift, Thornton's group first determined the historical interval during which sensitivity to aldosterone and DoC was lost by resurrecting successive ancestral receptors on the gene-family tree (fIG. 5a) . of the 37 changes in protein sequence on this branch, phylogenetic patterns of conservation pointed to five as prime candidates for producing GR's cortisol specificity. Thornton's group introduced these into the ancestral background singly and in combination to determine their effects on receptor function. Two substitutions -ser106Pro and leu111Gln -reduced the AncCR's sensitivity to aldosterone by three orders of magnitude while maintaining a GR-like response to cortisol. strong sign epistasis between these replacements was apparent: alone, ser106Pro severely reduced sensitivity to all ligands that were tested, whereas leu111Gln had a negligible effect on function. The leu111Gln mutant therefore represents a selectively accessible stepping-stone through sequence space to the new function 92, 93 . To understand the mechanism for this shift in function, ortlund et al. compared the crystal structure of AncCR to those of the extant and modelled ancestral GRs (fIG. 5b) . leu111Gln has a minimal effect on the receptor-ligand interactions. By contrast, ser106Pro introduces a sharp kink into the protein main-chain, repositioning a helix that borders the ligand-binding pocket, destabilizing the structure and compromising activation by all ligands. However, the movement of the helix also repositions site 111, bringing it close to the one hydroxyl group on cortisol that is lacking in DoC and aldosterone. Thus repositioned, the leu111Gln replacement forms a new hydrogen bond to cortisol's hydroxyl, specifically stabilizing this complex and increasing the sensitivity of the receptor to cortisol. The structure shows how GR's new function evolved, and reveals the mechanism for the epistatic interaction between two key sequence changes.
These two replacements were necessary but not sufficient to yield the full GR phenotype: unlike extant GRs, the ser106Pro-leu111Gln mutant ancestor retains a weak response to aldosterone and DoC. surprisingly, adding the other three strictly conserved sequence changes did not complete the GR phenotype but instead Nature Reviews | Genetics caused a complete loss of receptor function. The crystal structures indicated that, although these three conserved changes destabilized crucial parts of the receptor, 2 of the 32 other historical replacements might epistatically stabilize these same regions. when introduced into the ancestral background, the two additional replacements had negligible effects on function. However, when added to the five strictly conserved changes, these two 'permissive' changes completely restored the receptor's response to cortisol and conferred the full aldosterone-insensitive and DoC-insensitive phenotype (fIG. 5c) . In this way, Thornton's group identified seven substitutions that, if introduced in the appropriate order, allow the evolution of the complete GR phenotype.
The Reverend william Paley famously argued that, just as the intricate complexity of a watch implies a design by a watchmaker, so complexity in nature implies design by God 96 . evolutionary biologists have typically responded to this challenge by sketching scenarios by which complex biological systems might have evolved through a series of functional intermediates. Thornton and co-workers have gone much further:
they have pried open the historical and molecular 'black box' to reconstruct in detail -and with strong empirical support -the history by which a tightly integrated system evolved at the levels of sequence, structure and function.
Future directions
The functional synthesis is just beginning to take hold. even so, the handful of studies reviewed here, along with others that take a similar tack [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] , have already provided insights into fundamental evolutionary questions that had remained intractable for decades
. As more examples are accumulated, it will be possible to move from dissecting specific systems to making broad characterizations.
Box 2 | Lessons learnt
Studies in the functional synthesis already suggest answers to evolutionary questions that have been debated for decades.
convergence Do convergent phenotypes evolve through identical or different mutations in independent lineages? Apparently both. Studies in the functional synthesis have documented three mechanisms by which convergent phenotypes have evolved:
• Beneficial alleles that are present in an ancestral population can be driven to fixation in different lineages by similar selective pressures. Examples include malathion resistance alleles in blowflies 61 and the evolution of reduced external armour in numerous freshwater species of stickleback fish 14 .
• The same beneficial mutations can arise de novo and be selected for in separate lineages. Examples include the bluesensitive rhodopsins of the coelacanth and dolphin 66 , insecticide resistance in the E3 esterases of blowflies and houseflies 61 and adaptation to foregut fermentation in the RNases of Colobine monkeys 38 and the lysozymes of artiodactyls, Colobine monkeys and the hoatzin (an unusual leaf-eating bird) 111 .
• The same beneficial phenotype can be produced by different mutations in different lineages. Examples include the parallel evolution of light coat colours in beach mice and other mouse species in Arizona and New Mexico 63, 112 , USA, parallel loss of pigmentation in Mexican cave fish populations 55 , parallel changes in gene expression in the wings of Drosophila species 16 and increased oxygen affinity in the haemoglobins of two species of goose that are adapted to high-altitude flight 42, 113 .
Which mechanism pertains in a given case presumably depends on the number of possible genetic ways to produce an adaptive phenotype, the timescale on which it has evolved and whether genetic and ecological contexts preserve ancestral genetic variation on which parallel selection in new environments can act. evolutionary step size Does adaptation proceed by a few mutations of large effect [114] [115] [116] or the gradual accumulation of many mutations of small effect 79 ? Apparently both. Studies in the functional synthesis demonstrate a key role for mutations of large effect. Single amino-acid replacements caused the evolution of insecticide resistance in blowflies 57 , new substrate specificity in lactate dehydrogenase 117 , and biofilm formation in Pseudomonas fluorescens 21 . Just a few substitutions are needed for spectral tuning in opsins 67, 73 , antibiotic resistance in TEM lactamase 81 and resistance to newt venom in garter snake sodium channels 37, 47 . But steroid receptors evolved by a combination of large-effect mutations that yield new functions, small-effect mutations that optimize them, and permissive mutations of little or no immediate effect that allow the protein to tolerate the others 93 . The preponderance of large-effect mutations in recent studies probably reflects ascertainment bias, at least in part. Detecting mutations with large phenotypic effects (for example, loss of traits 14, 17, 48, 51, 55, 63, 118 ) is far easier than detecting those with small effects. The fact that mutations of large effect dominate the literature concerning historical adaptations does not mean that they dominate all evolutionary processes; indeed, in vitro protein evolution experiments show that some changes in enzyme function require dozens of mutations, all of small effect [119] [120] [121] [122] . One should bear in mind that the terms 'large effect' and 'small effect' are meaningful only at a specified level of analysis. In isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (IMDH), mutations with large effects on enzyme activity elicit small changes in flux and fitness 84 . Similarly, in beach mice, a near loss-of-function mutation in the melanocortin-1 receptor gene (Mc1r) contributes at most 28% of the variation in coat colour 63 . Whether these mutations should be regarded as having large or small effects depends on the trait under discussion. epistasis Does epistasis determine the trajectory and the outcome of evolutionary processes? The answer is yes for the trajectory, and maybe for the outcome. Sign epistasis produces 'rugged' landscapes in which multiple patches of sequence space can be isolated by genetic intermediates of low fitness 83 . On such landscapes, escape from local optima to ascend high fitness peaks depends on chance events that render evolutionary trajectories less predictable, more historically contingent 74 . How important sign epistasis actually is in structuring adaptive landscapes and influencing evolutionary processes is a debate that has smouldered for almost a century 74, 79, [123] [124] [125] . The functional synthesis enables the impact of epistasis to be evaluated directly by characterizing the phenotypic and fitness effects of mutations singly and in combination. Results to date indicate that sign epistasis is widespread and influential. In the evolution of hormone receptors 92 , antibiotic resistance 81 and coenzyme use 84 , sign epistasis blocks many adaptive walks through sequence space, so that mutations must be acquired in a particular order to avoid deleterious intermediates. Still, there is no evidence that sign epistasis renders some adaptive peaks isolated, inaccessible by mutation and selection alone. However, no study has addressed whether more distant adaptive peaks might exist, let alone whether they are accessible. Functional tests should become routine in studies of molecular evolution. statistical inferences from sequence data will remain important, but they should be treated as a starting point, not the centrepiece or end of analysis as in the old paradigm. In our opinion, it is now incumbent on evolutionary biologists to experimentally test their statistically generated hypotheses before making strong claims about selection or other evolutionary forces. with the advent of new capacities, the standards of evidence in the field must change accordingly. To meet this standard, evolutionary biologists will need to be trained in molecular biology and be prepared to establish relevant collaborations across disciplines.
The functional synthesis should be broadened to address other important issues. For example, the origin and diversification of gene families is a key question. what are the roles of subfunctionalization 97 , neofunctionalization 98 and the optimization of 'promiscuous' ancestral functions [99] [100] [101] [102] in gene-family evolution? Another issue is the evolution of gene regulation. How important are changes in cis-regulatory regions versus those in protein-coding sequences for the evolution of adaptive phenotypes 50, 103, 104 ? The functional synthesis has the capacity to resolve these questions by identifying the specific genetic changes that have produced evolutionary shifts in gene function and expression.
A key challenge for the functional synthesis is to thoroughly connect changes in molecular function to organismal phenotype and fitness. Ideally, results obtained in vitro should be verified in vivo. Transgenic evolutionary studies identifying the functional impact of historical mutations have been conducted in microbes and a few model plant and animal species [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , but an expanded repertoire of models will be required to reach this goal for other taxa. By integrating the functional synthesis with advances in developmental genetics and neurobiology, this approach has the potential to yield important insights into the evolution of development, behaviour and physiology. experimental studies of natural selection in the laboratory can also be enriched by functional approaches to characterize the specific genetic changes that underlie the evolution of adaptive phenotypes 21, [105] [106] [107] [108] . Finally, the functional synthesis should move beyond studies of single genes to analyse the evolution of pathways and networks that are made up of multiple genes. Most cellular processes and organismal phenotypes are determined by metabolic pathways and regulatory cascades; however, we have little empirical knowledge on the evolutionary history of such networks 109 . By studying the mechanistic history of the members of an interacting gene set, it should be possible to reconstruct how metabolic and regulatory gene networks emerged and functionally diversified over time.
Conclusion
Research paradigms shift when opportunistic scientists adopt new approaches that allow them to ask new questions and produce new knowledge 110 . By merging the cultures of evolution and molecular biology, the functional synthesis refocuses research on a new agenda -the empirical evaluation of the mechanisms by which genetic change has produced adaptive phenotypes -using new tools and revised standards of inference. with methods and insights gathered across subdisciplines, this programme provides ample opportunities for the reunification of biology. As its strategies mature and its use expands, the functional synthesis will provide an ever richer view of the processes of evolution and the history of molecular systems.
